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Online Briefing on the establishment of a Forum for Metrology and Digitalization, 22nd May 2023
Roadmap: Forum Metrology and Digitalization:

21 June  CIPM Meeting
  • Final Decisions on the Forum
  • Call for Members and Observers from NMIs of Member States
  • Call for Liaisons from IOs (Signatories of the JSI) to be represented in the Forum

4 July  Meeting of OIML / CIPM Digitalization Task Groups
  • Preparing the next meeting of the Signatories of the Joint Statement of Intent

22 September  Meeting of the Signatories of the JSI
  • Discussion on joint activities
  • Discussion on the establishment of a joint hub for better exchange
Roadmap: Forum Metrology and Digitalization:

17 – 18 October  CIPM Meeting
• Election and nomination of executive board members of the Forum (Chair, Vice-Chair, two Executive Secretaries)
• Approve Members and Observers of the Forum from NMIs
• Approve Liaisons to the Forum from International Organisations
• Approve Guests Experts to the Forum

23 November  Forum Kick-off Meeting, online

3 – 8 March 2024  1st Forum Plenum Meeting, in person and online
• Discussion and Decisions on Forum Working Groups
Roadmap: Forum Metrology and Digitalization:

**Stakeholder**
- Webinar NMI / RMO / CCs / JSS Information and Input on CGPM / CIPM decisions, roadmap / interaction Forum

**EG Digital-SI**
- Meeting Action Plan BIPM Workplan
- OIML-CIPM TG Plan meeting of JS-Signatories, suggest joint actions

**TG Digital-SI**
- OIML-CIPM TG Plan meeting of JS-Signatories, suggest joint actions
- Invite NMI Members, Observers, Liaisons

**CIPM**
- Meeting Approve Forum, Roadm. Act. plan BIPM Workplan JSS Meeting
- Meeting JSS actions Prepare CIPM Prepare Forum: Mem., Liaisons
- OIML-CIPM TG Plan meeting of JS-Signatories, suggest joint actions

**Forum Kick-off**
- JSS Meeting Joint actions; creation of JSS Hub; workshops, etc.
- OIML-CIPM TG Plan meeting of JS-Signatories, suggest joint actions
- Invite NMI Members, Observers, Liaisons

**Timeline**
- 2023-4 2023-05 2023-06 2023-07 2023-08 2023-09 2023-10 2023-11 .... 2024-03

International Committee for Weights and Measures

CIPM Task Group on the SI Digital Framework
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